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VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM
All you need to know . . .
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Concepts of Vehicle Tracking System
The Vehicle Tracking System (VTS) refers to the method in
which the location of Vehicle is being determined, with it
journey activities being recorded.
It involves the usage of some software and devices which
Helps to present the location of the vehicle on an
electronic map via the internet, which can be viewed using
the computer system.
Salcommstrackers ensures that you locate and monitor
Your vehicle(s) activities using not only the computer but
also with internet-enabled phones.
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What is a Vehicle Tracking Device?
A vehicle tracker is a monitoring device which helps to locate the position of the
vehicle anywhere within the boundary of the GPS.
Just as the name implies, the tracking device do not only help in the
determination of the location of the vehicle, it also keep records of it movement,
thus the name “Tracking Device”. These records can be viewed on the server of
the vehicle management service (VMS) provider who are charged with the
responsibilities of safe-guarding the vehicles under their supervision. However,
Salcommstrackers create an access login-in to customers, who may wish to
monitor and keep track of their vehicle(s). Although, all customers do “login in”
through the same point, they can only have access to their vehicle, thus,
maintaining a high level of privacy to every customer.

How Does The Vehicle Tracking Device Work?
The Vehicle tracking device consist of several circuitry peripheral which are being
Integrated upon it installation. Among them are the GPS, GPRS, Shut-Down Relay and
the D.C. power cable. The GPS attached to the tracking device extracts and determine
the location of the vehicle while the GPRS; with the aid of an active SIM card,
transmits the location to the server in which the vehicle is being monitored. The ShutDown Relay is a mini-circuitry device which when activated can disable the vehicle’s
starter from coming up.
The device is being powered by an in-built rechargeable battery. This battery is being
connected to the power source of the vehicle, which enables it to be charged and
powered always. The 12-volts battery can last up to 48 hours which gives enough time
to locate vehicle in case of emergency.
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Solutions Offered By The Tracking Device
 Accurate Vehicle Positioning Due to Superior Coverage
The Vehicle Tracking Device uses the GSM (Global Systems for Mobile
Communications) network – the most extensive, reliable and fastest growing
communication network currently available to the vehicle tracking industry.
Advanced use of GSM technology does not only enables the recovery teams to
accurately locate a vehicle, but also allows the client to track the movement of
their vehicles via the internet.
The
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comprehensive fleet management package provides the user with pinpoint
accuracy in the monitoring of their fleet.
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Solutions Offered By The Tracking Device
 Safety Of The Vehicle
The inventive design of the tracking devices makes it extremely compact, thus
allowing for its effective concealment. Installations are carried out by trained
technicians and electronic connections are kept to a minimum so as not to
interfere with the vehicle ’ s systems. With this, the vehicle can be easily
recovered when stolen.
 Power Monitoring
The tracking device uses the vehicle’s battery as its main source of power. In the
event of the battery power being disconnected, the unit switches to an internal
backup battery then send an alarm which will notify the user of battery
tampered.

Solutions Offered By The Tracking Device
De-installation/Re-installation
The vehicle Tracking Device is not permanently installed to a vehicle just like every
vehicle spare part and can be transferred in the event of a change of vehicle
ownership. This is also possible if the client wishes to transfer his tracking device
from one vehicle to another.

Solutions Provided By Salcomms V.T.S
Basic Vehicle Monitoring
Basic vehicle monitoring is a product which is available to all clients it also involve
“ Vehicle Recovery ” services in the event of theft. Basic reports such as:- Parking
Report and Driving Report are made available on request to client weekly. The basic
fleet monitoring technology allows for approximate vehicle positioning as well as
providing the user with a host of additional features which include:
• Internet based access (no additional software required)
• Assistance via a 24-hour vehicle tracking control centre
• Live positions (Truck Availability upon clicking on the vehicle)
• Vehicle positioning reports (Truck Availability Report)
• Alarm Report
• Historical Playback

Solutions Provided By Salcomms V.T.S
Vehicle Monitoring Xtra
Vehicle Monitoring Xtra is an advancement of the “Basic Vehicle Monitoring” and
is available on demand. It additional features will include:
• SMS/E-mail Alert on demanded notification
• Fully access to vehicle control – Ability to shut-down/call-up
Comprehensive Fleet Management
The Comprehensive Fleet Management package is a product that aim to assist
the fleet manager in achieving greater productivity. This product is the
combination of “Basic Vehicle Monitoring” and “Vehicle Monitoring Xtra”. In
addition to that, the fleet management package also offer the following:
• Alerts on rapid acceleration, exceeding the set speed limit, excessive idling,
harsh braking/cornering

Solutions Provided By Salcomms V.T.S . . .
• Alarms on battery-tamper, parking, illegal door, etc
• Accurate GPS positioning and route history
• The creation and management of geo-fences (user-defined areas)
• Historical Playback on all travelled routes
• Delivery Note Report
• Trip Event Report
• Management reports

Solutions Provided By Salcomms V.T.S
Asset Tracking
This product ensures the save delivery of asset using vehicle(s) without trackers.
Salcommstrackers ensures that client monitored their asset irrespective of the
means of transportation used. The tracking feature is similar to that of vehicle
tracking but the tracking device differs.
The features of Asset Tracking include:
• Ability to deliver asset with any means of transportation.
• Knowledge of the accurate location of asset.
• Minimal need for power to keep the tracking device on.

Data/Report Generation
The Salcomms VTS enable customers access into the server so as to ensure that
they have an accurate knowledge of the location and driving activities of their
vehicle(s) anytime and at their conveniences.
This platform which enabled customers to generate reports on the driving activities
of their vehicle, is done by creating a login access which include a username and
password.
Some reports which can be generated include:Parking Report

Historical Playback

Driving Report

Idling Report

Alarm Record

Running Trip

Vehicle Mileage

Truck Availability/Status

Data/Report Generation. . . Parking Report
PARKING REPORT
This report states the exact location where vehicle(s) are parked; with address, as well as the period and duration in which they are
parked. The export icon enable users to generate this report in an excel format, thus making it useful for managerial purpose(s). Users
can also set the time interval in which the report should be generated.

Statistical Time:- It show the
users the period in which the
report is being generated.

Fleet/Plate Number:- Users
can generate report for specific
vehicle as well as for all vehicle.

Date/Time Scheduler:- Users can
set the time and date in which
they want the report to be
generated.

Tabulation Time:- It show the
users the exact time the
report was generated

Data/Report Generation. . . Driving Report
DRIVING REPORT
It gives a detailed report of the vehicle’s driving activities. It list out all the location (address) in which the vehicle drove within the
stipulated period as set by the user. It also give reports on the Total Mileage Covered, Average Speed, Travel Time as well as the
Travel Time. Users can set the interval in which the reports will be generated and can also choose to generate the reports when the
vehicle’s ignition was “ON” only.
Ignition
Status

Statistics
Interval
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Data/Report Generation. . . Alarm Record
ALARM RECORD
This report enables users to generate records on all the alerts that might have been triggered over a period of time. When these
alerts were being initially triggered, an alarms do sound to notify users. User who could not attend to the alarm as at the time of
notification can generate this report with this portal.

Alarm Type:- It enable users to choose the
type of alert record that should be
generated. It can also generate report for all
alarms as involved with the vehicle.

Data/Report Generation. . . Vehicle Mileage Report
VEHICLE MILEAGE REPORT
This report is essential as it helps to determine the period in which vehicle will be due for maintenance services. As the name
implies, it generates report on the Total Mileage as well as the Journey Time within the stipulated period as set by the user.
It also generate reports on the Average Speed as well as the Maximum Speed the vehicle ran at during the stipulated periods.

3rd Eye Monitoring . . . Historical Playback
HISTORICAL PLAYBACK

This report when generated will display in motion, all the places the vehicle passed within the stipulated time as set by the user. This
same report is being generated in text and it accounts for the addresses, speed, parking duration (if parked) and the mileage covered.

Data/Report Generation. . . Idling Report
IDLING REPORT
This report states the time, duration and place where the vehicle is either moving very slow or at a spot with it ignition on. This
report will enable fleet users know when and where their vehicle s were been delayed in traffic-jam. The period in which this report
can be generated can as well be set. The below illustration showed when the vehicle was idle for more than three (3) minutes.

Data/Report Generation. . . Running Trip Report
RUNNING TRIP REPORT

This report is an advancement of the Driving Report in that it analyses the distance between the journey, then states the driving time
and the speed at which the vehicle ran between the two locations. This report can be used to check the driver’s speed as it also
displays the average and maximum speed at which the vehicle moved at the stated period.

Data/Report Generation. . . Truck Availability/Status
TRUCK AVAILABILITY/STATUS
This report enable users with more than one vehicle to determine the current location of their vehicle with just a click of the mouse.
It states the exact location of the vehicle, the status and the speed the vehicles are running on.

Tips in Maintaining The Vehicle Tracking Device
The tracking device is very easy to maintain in as long as it maintenance procedure is
adhere to. Since it sources it main power from the battery of the vehicle; the
following tips will be useful in ensuring that the tracking device stays on: Ensure that your main (Vehicle) battery is always connected.
 Check that everything electrical is turned off when you park up; an interior light,
boot light or radio light left on overnight can kill a battery, thus affecting the power
of the tracking device.
 In the event of electrical maintenances such as repairs on wirings, ALL WIRES
connected to the tracking devices should be AVOIDED.
 Cell Jammers should be avoided in the “Tracked Vehicle” as it disables the GPRS
from transmitting the vehicle location to the Server.

Wrong Notions About The Tracking Device
The Vehicle tracker is a device that helps to determine the location of the vehicle
to the owner(s) or representatives in charge of the monitoring of the vehicle.
Engine Malfunction
The tracking device is neither connected to the engine of the vehicle nor extends
it operations to it, thus, any malfunction of the vehicle such as; engine failure, oil
shortage and faulty alternator should not be directed to it. The tracking device
has it circuit connected to the battery wires which will help to power the tracking
device.
Connection can at-times be extended to the starter of the vehicle so as to enable
the activation of the “Shut-Down” function. This however does not interfere with
the operation of the vehicle’s engine.

Wrong Notions About The Tracking Device . . .
Speed Limiter
One wrong popular notion observed over the years among truck drivers is that;
the tracking device do interfere with the accelerator of their vehicle, thus It is
wrong to assume that the tracking device can be used to control the movement
of the vehicle such as: mileage to be covered, speed limiter or direction giver.
Since the tracking device is not connected to the accelerator of the vehicle, it
cannot perform any of the above functions.

Contact Us Now
For emergency response, sales or customer care, please contact Salcommstrackers on
08039145801, 08102181189. You can also send an email to the following address:
customercare@salcommstrackers.com,
website www.salcommstrackers.com

info@salcommstrackers.com

or

visit our

